they did nothing to restrain such destruction by the United States government itself. This problem was dealt with in two landmark federal statutes in 1966 and has received additional legislative attention in the past five years.
II NATIONAL HsToRIC PkEsERvAToN AcT OF 1966
The National Historic Preservation Act of I9667 established policy guidance and machinery for intensified efforts toward preservation in general and, in particular, protection from governmental depredation, at least at the federal level. The policy declarations of this Act, and of the other statutes to be discussed below, deserve attention for they may have more legal importance than is generally recognized. Congressional statements of policy may affect the conduct of officials in missionoriented operating agencies by providing guidance supplementary to the terms of their own authorizing legislation. Such declarations may help a sympathetic official justify decisions, and even expenditures, based on considerations outside the primary mission of his agency. Policy statements, in addition, may influence courts to require agencies to consider issues which they might otherwise prefer to ignore.
One of the more significant preambulatory expressions in the 1966 Historic Preservation Act is the statement that "Congress finds and declares . . . that the historical and cultural foundations of the Nation should be preserved as a living part of our community life and development in order to give a sense of orientation to the American people." ' While the implications of such a statement are by no means clear, I would suggest that this is more than mere window dressing. It includes the suggestion, for example, that adaptive uses of historic properties should be sought. The task of integrating these properties into the course of contemporary development thus presents a challenge of a much different proportion than that which follows from historic preservation for museum uses. Other important policy declarations are identified below.
In its substantive provisions, the Historic Preservation Act provides for the maintenance by the Secretary of the Interior of an expanded national register of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture, 9 which has become known as the National Register of Historic Places. It authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to establish a program of matching grants-in-aid to states for the preservation of "properties that are significant in American history, architecture, archaeology and culture";' 0 and it authorizes him to provide matching grants-in-aid to the National Trust for Historic of greatest significance, the Act provided for the establishment of the Advisory Council on Historic Peservation.' 3 This body is now authorized to be composed of twenty members: ten appointed by the President from outside the federal government; the heads of eight federal agencies; 14 the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution; and the Chairman of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The Advisory Council has a number of functions in connection with the encouragement of historic preservation, including the responsibility to advise the President and the Congress on such matters and to submit to them an annual comprehensive report; to recommend studies and encourage training and education; and to stimulate coordination with state and local agencies and with private institutions and persons."
In addition, under section io6 of the Act,"" the Advisory Council has a highly significant role in the protection of National Register properties from so-called "undertakings" involving federal participation, direct or indirect. If a federal agency has direct or indirect jurisdiction over a proposed federal, federally-assisted, or federally-licensed undertaking which would affect any property listed on the National Register, the head of that federal agency has two responsibilities under section xo6 before approving the expenditure of federal funds or issuing the license. The agency head must "take into account the effect of the undertaking" on the National Register property and "shall afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation . .. a reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to such undertaking. '1 On its face section io6 does not purport to make it mandatory that the federal agency head follow the recommendations of the Advisory Council. As a practical matter, however, it may be awkward to ignore them, particularly in light of his statutory obligation that he "take into account the effect of the undertaking" on National Register sites. Furthermore, the Advisory Council's comments may provide a substantive basis for specific requirements under other statutory obligations applicable to the agency head. Examples of this effect can be found in the interaction between section io6 and certain provisions of the Department of Transportation Act which are discussed below.
The National Park Service of the Department of the Interior is responsible for providing administrative services to the Advisory Council as well as for the preparation of the National Register. It has formulated "criteria" for evaluating the quality of "significance" in connection with eligibility for the inclusion of properties on the National Register. The criteria refer, for instance, to the characteristics of "integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and associa- don" in properties which are associated with significant historic events or persons;' or that embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or that represent the work of a master; or that possess high artistic values; or that are valuable sources of historic or prehistoric information.
The Advisory Council in turn has relied on these National Register criteria in the formulation of its "effect criteria." Under the "effect criteria," the Advisory Council considers that an "undertaking" may have an "effect" on a National Register property, for purposes of section io6, "when any condition of the undertaking creates a change in the quality of the historical, architectural, archeological or cultural character that qualified the property under the National Register criteria for inclusion in the National Register.""' The "effect criteria" further define a concept of "adverse effect" as including destruction or alteration of the property; isolation from or alteration of its surrounding environment; and introduction of visual, auditory, or atmospheric elements that are out of character with the property and its setting. III (2) has also been repeated as the first sentence of section 4 (f). For convenience of discussion herein this repetition is ignored, and references to section 4(f) apply specifically to the last sentence of section 4(f), which is described in the text of protected lands unless the Secretary of Transportation finds "that alternative routes present unique problems." '24 In the Court's view factors such as cost and community disruption are not to be given equal weight with the need for preservation in the evaluation of alternatives. 2 5 These factors are not to be ignored, but protection of parkland-which was at issue in the Overton Park case and has exactly the same statutory protection as historic sites under section 4(f)-is to be given "paramount importance." Section 4 (f) meant, in the words of the Court, that protected lands "were not to be lost unless there were truly unusual factors present in a particular case or the cost of community disruption from alternative routes reached extraordinary magnitudes." ' 2 Sections 2(b) (2) and 4 (f) apply to all activities of the Department of Transportation. Thus, coverage extends not only to federal-aid highways, but also to activities of the Federal Aviation Administration, the Coast Guard, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, and the Federal Railroad Administration, among others. ' Unlike section io6 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, which provides for protection of properties on the National Register of Historic Places, section 2(b) (2) of the DOT Act applies to any "historic sites," and section 4(f) to any "historic site of national, State or local significance" as determined by either federal, state, or local officials having authority to make such determinations. Therefore, a National Register site is automatically entitled to protection under sections 2(b) (2) and 4 (f) of the DOT Act as well as under section io6 of the National Historic Preservation Act. A non-National Register property, if determined to be of significance by other appropriate authority such as an official state or local landmark commission, also qualifies for protection under the DOT Act even if it is not entided to protection under section xo6.
The relationship between the two acts becomes particularly interesting in connection with the weight to be given a section io6 "comment" of the Advisory Council with respect to a federally-related undertaking affecting a National Register site. Under section io6 the head of the responsible agency must "take into account" the effect of the undertaking, and, presumably, the comments of the Advisory Council. Under the DOT Act, which in section :2(b) (2) requires a "special effort" toward preservation of the site, the comments of the Advisory Council may well have a bearing in defining the content of the "special effort." Section 4 (f), moreover, requires "all possible planning to minimize harm" from a DOT project. The opinion of the Advisory Council that certain design improvements are necessary to minimize harm may, for example, eliminate the plausibility of arguments on the part of the Federal Highway Administration that its own design is harmless or that the suggested design improvements are unnecessary, either in terms of irrelevance to historic values, or of such excessiveness of cost as to render the suggestion in effect not "possible." Thus, in the case of the Riverfront Expressway which had been proposed for construction through the Vieux Carr in New Orleans, the Federal Highway Administration had suggested that the road could be made compatible with its environs if it were decorated with wrought-iron grillwork in the style of some of the other recent desecrations of the area. It was the reasoned and eloquent insistence of the Advisory Council that, if it could not be relocated, the road must be completely depressed throughout its length regardless of the huge cost which had been estimated for such a design. This led to DOT's decision to abandon the project 8
In order to avoid environmental damage by identifying problems as early as possible, Congress has also required that state highway departments proposing federal-aid highway projects in or around urban areas certify that public hearings have been held to consider the economic and social effects of a proposed location, its impact on the environment, and its consistency with the goals and objectives of such urban planning as has been promulgated by the community. 2 9 The implementing regulation, Policy and Procedure Memorandum 2o-8,"0 goes beyond the statutory requirements by providing for two hearings, the first before location approval and the second before design approval. Section 4(c) of the Memorandum defines "[s]ocial, economic and environmental effects" to include both " [conservation" and "[n] atural and historic landmarks." In order to make it clear that the hearings are intended to be taken seriously by the highway authorities, Congress amended the statute late in 197o to require that the state highway department's certification "be accompanied by a report which indicates the consideration given to the economic, social, environmental and other effects of the plan ... and various alternatives which were raised during the hearing or which were otherwise considered."'" At the same time, Congress required the Secretary of Transportation to submit to Congress by July i, 1972, guidelines concerning possible economic, social, and environmental effects of federal-aid highway projects, including "destruction or disruption of man-made and natural resources .... "3' The new language provides that such effects should be "fully considered in developing such project ... ." and that the final decisions on the project should be "made in the best overall public interest, taking into consideration the need for fast, safe and efficient transportation, public services, and the costs of eliminating or minimizing such adverse effects .... "n It remains to be seen whether highway authorities will attempt to interpret this language so as to undercut section 4 (f) of the DOT Act. They may argue that environmental protection should now be considered, within the framework of "the best overall public interest," as one element on parity with other factors, such as transportation needs and costs, rather than as a matter of "paramount importance'? as section 4 (f) requires according to the Supreme Court's Overton Park decision. It is not unlikely that such an effort will be made. Such an interpretation will undoubtedly be resisted on the ground that the new Act's requirement for procedures to assure that all relevant public policy elements are considered is not inconsistent with the existing statutory requirements in section 4 (f) of the DOT Act, concerning the relative weight to be given to some of such elements.
With the possible exception of this new provision for environmental guidelines in the highway program, all recent transportation legislation has re-emphasized the need for environmental protection. Moreover, the inclusion of historic preservation within the scope of the environmental protection concept appears to be well established. In the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of i97o, for example, Congress declared its policy that planning for federally-assisted urban mass transportation projects should take into consideration the effect of these projects upon buildings and sites of historical significance. The Act required the Secretary of Transportation to consult, in implementing this policy, with "the Secretaries of ... Housing and Urban Development, and Interior, and with the Council on Environmental Quality with regard to each project that may have a substantial impact on the environment." ' 4 This Act prohibits the approval of federal urban mass transportation assistance unless the Secretary of Transportation finds in writing, after a full and complete review of the application and of any hearings held ... that (i) adequate opportunity was afforded for the presentation of views by all parties with a significant . .. environmental interest, and fair consideration has been given to the preservation and enhancement of the environment and to the interests of the community in which the project is located, and (2) either no adverse environmental effect is likely to result from such project, or there exists no feasible and prudent alternative to such effect and all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize such effect.
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This language echoes section 4 (f) of the DOT Act. Here again there is a possibility of an attempt to dilute the force of section 4 (f), and arguments can be developed against such an attempt. It is clear, for instance, that sections 2(b) (2) and 4 (f) continue to apply to activities of the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, in addition to the requirements for historic protection contained in section 14 of the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act. The relationship between these sections is illustrated in table I. Section 14 might appear to weaken section 4 (f), from "all possible planning" to "all reasonable steps." Since, however, there is no evidence that section 14 was intended to repeal section 4 (f), it could be concluded that section 14 should be interpreted so as to be consistent with both sections 2(b)(2) and 4(f), rather than inconsistent with either of them. Such a reading would result in the strengthening of the provisions of the DOT Act, by applying the section 14 requirements to urban transportation projects affecting historic sites which are "important," within the meaning of section 14, even though they may not be entitled to the section 4 (f) protection accorded sites of "national, State, or local significance" as determined by the "Federal, State, or local officials having jurisdiction thereof." Such a site might be one considered of local historic importance by the experts in the Office of History and Archaeology of the National Park Service, or perhaps by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, or by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, but not yet included on the National Register, nor designated by an official local landmark commission. This additional protection would be important, for example, if an urban mass transportation project threatened a site which, although eligible for inclusion on the National Register, had not yet been designated as a National Register property. It is also important in connection with historically significant properties in localities where there is no landmark commission or where the commission is not effective. In such cases, section 4 (f) does not apply 3 6 and the section 2(b)(2) requirement is expressed only as a "special effort." Nonetheless, section 14 adds the requirement, similar to that of section 4 (f), that the project is prohibited in the absence of feasible and prudent alternatives, and even in such absence, unless at least " See note 23 supra and accompanying text.
reasonable steps are taken to minimize the harm. If, on the other hand, the property qualifies for section 4 (f) protection as well, the necessary effort to minimize harm would have to include both "all reasonable steps" under section 14, and "all possible planning" under section 4 (f). Similar provisions for environmental protection are contained in the Airport and Airway Development Act of I97o.37 Congress declared a policy that "airport development projects . ..shall provide for the protection and enhancement of ... the quality of environment of the Nation" and required the Secretary of Transportation to consult with the Secretary of the Interior "with regard to the effect that any [airport] project... may have on natural resources ... and other factors affecting the environment ... ."'I The Secretary is prohibited from authorizing any project "found to have adverse effect unless ... [he] shall render a finding, in writing, following a full and complete review, which shall be a matter of public record, that no feasible and prudent alternative exists and that all possible steps have been taken to minimize such adverse effect." ' 9 Moreover, public hearings are required for purposes of considering "the economic, social, and environmental effects of the airport location and its consistency with the goals and objectives of such urban planning as has been carried out by the community." 40 Curiously, the Airport and Airway Development Act does not explicitly define "environment" to include historic preservation. In view, however, of the applicability of sections 2(b) (2) and 4 (f) of the DOT Act to activities within DOT, including those of the Federal Aviation Administration, and in view of the definitions in the National Environmental Policy Act of x969, to be discussed below, there seems little doubt that "environment" will be construed to include historic preservation for purposes of this act as well as for purposes of other environmental protection legislation applicable to DOT.
IV CONTRASTS WiTH THE HOUSING PROGRAM
Transportation legislation has been emphasized in the foregoing discussion because it is in this field that Congress first provided systematic statutory inhibitions and prohibitions against the destruction of historic sites by federally-financed construction programs. Until 1970 transportation programs were the only federal public works activities which were so controlled. It was entirely appropriate to apply such safeguards to the activities of DOT, since the federal-aid highway program has generated some of the more noteworthy problems for the cause of historic preservation-as evidenced in New Orleans; 4 1 in Washington with its Georgetown Even more noteworthy, however, is the damage wrought by activities under the jurisdiction of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Historic buildings tend to be relatively old. Slum clearance and urban renewal projects tend to be carried out in old neighborhoods. These projects therefore lead to the destruction of historic sites. This may sometimes occur inadvertently. Sometimes, however, housing authorities deliberately plan to use federal funds to destroy properties which conspicuously display landmark commission plaques, as in a highly distasteful recent episode in Brownsville, Texas, involving the Convent of the Sacred Heart. Federal funds have been made available for this purpose, despite protests both from unofficial conservationists and from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation itself.
The HUD legislation does not contain prohibitions like sections 2(b) (2) and 4 (f) of the DOT Act. Perhaps compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 would provide effective constraints. In fairness to the HUD program, however, it should be noted that the preservation of run-down property often requires more than a prohibition against destructive federal programs. Preservation planning can be costly, and private owners frequently wish to sell or replace old properties. Nothing in federal law prevents such actions. As a practical matter, what is required is funds with which to buy such properties for preservation purposes, to plan for their restoration, and to restore and maintain them.
Here the HUD programs can be of some help. While financing the destroyers, HUD can also help finance preservation efforts. Since I96645 HUD has been authorized to provide grants to municipalities and counties for two-thirds of the cost of surveys of historic structures and sites. The surveys may be carried out in localities determined by appropriate local authorities to be of historic or architectural value. The purposes of the surveys are to identify historic properties and provide other information necessary for an effective program of historic preservation in such locality. These grants are not available for detailed restoration plans for specific properties. "The James Island Bridge would not itself have impinged physically into an historic district, but as proposed it threatened to disgorge excessive quantities of traffic into the district. The project is being restudied to determine whether the bridge traffic can be re-routed away from the historic area. This same Act, however, also provides for amendments to two other laws for the purpose of authorizing program assistance for historic preservation. Title VI of the 1966 Act amends the urban renewal law to include historic and archaeological preservation within the definitions of urban renewal plans 4 6 and urban renewal project activities. 47 Activities which may now be financed under urban renewal projects include the acquisition and restoration of historic properties, the relocation of such properties within or outside urban renewal project areas, and the disposition of preserved properties for use in accordance with renewal plan. 8 The 1966 Act further amended section iio(d) (2) of the urban renewal law" by authorizing local grant-in-aid credit for expenditures by localities and other public bodies for historic and archaeological preservation.
In addition, the x966 Act amended the Housing Act of i96, which had provided for open space and urban beautification programs, in order to provide for grants for historic preservation as well 50 These grants, up to fifty per cent of project costs, need not be in urban renewal areas. They are available to states and local public bodies to assist in the acquisition of title to or permanent interests in properties of historic or archaeological value in urban areas. Restoration and improvement of such properties for public use and benefit may be financed by these grants.
In section 6o5(h) 51 of the 1966 Act, historic preservation grants under the HUD programs discussed above are prohibited unless the Secretary of HUD finds that the areas or objects to be preserved meet criteria comparable to those used in establishing the National Register maintained by the Secretary of the Interior. Congress emphasized that it did not intend inclusion on the National Register itself to be a prerequisite for this assistance. The historic and archaeological sites to be preserved with grants under these programs, according to the House Committee Report, are to be determined by the localities themselves, subject to general federal guidelines. 6 2 The committee quoted approvingly from another report to the effect that those who "treasure a building for its pleasing appearance or local sentiment do not find it less important because it lacks proper historic credentials." 5 This legislative history may have contributed to confusion among HUD administrators as to the relative importance, in connection with the protection of historic sites, of local agency decisions as compared with federal landmark designations. The committee report clearly approves the use of HUD funds to preserve properties which are not on the National Register. It does not, however, justify the use of other HUD funds to destroy properties which are on the National Register. Unfortunately, despite the weight seemingly due Advisory Council comments under section io6 of the National Historic Preservation Act, HUD, in the view of many, often functions with apparent indifference to the destruction of historic sites, even National Register properties, whenever local development authorities are prepared to sacrifice those properties in the interests of urban renewal or other housing programs&" Finally, the 1966 HUD Act has one provision of special interest to the National Trust for Historic Preservation: section 6o3(a) authorized the Secretary of HUD to grant to the National Trust up to $90,000 per structure for costs incurred by the Trust in renovating or restoring structures accepted by the Trust, which it will maintain for historic purposes. 5 Unlike many federal grant programs, this authorization does not require matching funds from the recipient. V NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PoLicy AcT oF 1969 On January i, i97o, the President signed into law the epochal National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). 8 This Act dearly establishes historical preservation as a national environmental objective and provides a methodology applicable to all federally-assisted public works projects which, if faithfully implemented, should inhibit unnecessary destruction of historic places. The policy declaration specifies a "continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations of national policy ... [to] fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding generations"; to "assure for all Americans ... esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings"; and to "preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage .... ,, 5T In section ioz of NEPA Congress "authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent possible ... the policies, regulations and public laws of the United States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies set forth in this Act,"" 8 and that all agencies of the government follow certain procedures to be described below. All agencies of the federal government must report to the President by July i, 1971, any feature of their statutory or regulatory structure which prevents compliance and must propose the modifications necessary to effectuate the policies of the Act. 9 The procedures required by section 1o2 can have far-reaching consequences for government agencies which previously considered themselves dedicated solely to, and limited by, the narrow objectives of the statutes which were specifically designed to govern their respective agency functions. Section io2 requires that all agencies, "to the fullest extent possible.., use a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision-making which may have an impact on man's environment . . . ." The section further requires a detailed statement by the responsible official of the environmental impact of proposed federal actions, including a discussion of the adverse effects of a proposed action and the alternatives to it. The environmental statements are required "in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment .... ,,0
These requirements are procedural. Unlike sections 2(b) (2) and 4 (f) of the DOT Act, they prescribe a methodology rather than priorities. They do not forbid environmental damage; they merely require the decision-maker to discover and articulate in advance the consequences of his proposed actions. The practical effect of such a procedure should not be underestimated. While it permits environmental damage, the requirement for a detailed advance statement provides strong incentives toward an honest search for alternatives for any public official who would prefer not to brand himself as a vandal. A further advantage in procedural requirements lies in the readiness of courts to enforce such requirements, whatever reluctance they may profess in the substitution of their own judgment on substantive issues for that of an administrator. The Alaska pipeline injunction is a vivid example of the ability of conservation organizations to get a court to stop a federal program because of defects in compliance with the procedural requirements of NEPA. 1 There are questions, of course, as to when a proposed federal action should be considered a "major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment", 2 for purposes of triggering the NEPA requirements for detailed environmental statements. Guidance has been made available by the Council on Environmental Quality, which was established under NEPA to help carry out the purposes of the Act.' The Council has been delegated authority by the President to issue guidelines to federal agencies for the preparation of the environmental statements' and to issue "such other instructions to agencies ... as may be required to carry out the Council's responsibilities" under NEPA, 5 including the review and the court called the section 1o2 requirements "procedural" rather than "substantive," and then proceeded to enjoin the project on the ground that the corps' environmental statement was incomplete in the court's opinion and because "defendants did not utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach in evaluating the environmental impact of the dam.
O 2 See note 6o supra and accompanying text. appraisal of all federal programs in light of NEPA policyP 0 The Council's guidelines make it clear as a minimum that proposed actions "the environmental impact of which is likely to be highly controversial" should be covered by a NEPA environmental impact statement "in all cases." 6 VI DisPosAL oF F mRAL PROPERTY FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION PuPoss Surplus federal realty, including improvements and equipment thereon, may be transferred for use as a "historic monument for the benefit of the public. ' " 8 Such transfers are to be made with the approval of the Administrator of the General Services Administration and without monetary consideration. Eligible recipients include states, municipalities, and their subdivisions. The property must be determined by the Secretary of the Interior to be suitable for such use, in conformity with recommendations of the Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and Monuments, which was established pursuant to the 1935 preservation legislation. 9 The historical value of the site must relate to events more than fifty years in the past, and the recipient must promise to use and maintain the property for the purpose for which transferred for at least twenty years.
In addition, the Secretary of the Interior has separate authority,"° under the 1954 amendments to the Recreation Act of June 14, i926, 7 1 to convey or lease land for historic monument purposes both to states or their public subdivisions and to private non-profit organizations. Conveyances to public agencies for use as historic monuments may be without consideration; conveyances to non-profit corporations or associations for "public' use must be at prices to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior through appraisal, taking into consideration the purposes for which the lands are to be used. In both cases questions may arise as to the propriety of transfers for living uses, to carry out the policy expressed in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 that historic sites "should be preserved as a living part of our community life and development ... ,".2 Doubts have been expressed about whether a building with rent-paying private tenants qualifies as a historic "monument," and as to whether such use qualifies as a "public use."
On February 8, 1971, the President announced, in his first annual report to Congress on the State of the Nation's Environment, that he is "recommending legislation to permit State and local governments more easily to maintain transferred 00 42 U.S.C. § 4342 (1970).
"' Statements on Proposed Federal Actions Affecting the Environment, § 5(b), 36 Fed. Reg. x398 (1971) . Federal historic sites by allowing their use for revenue purposes ...... 3 In the same message, the President noted that "present Federal income tax policies provide much stronger incentives for demolition of older buildings than for their rehabilitation." 7 '
The President announced that he would propose tax measures "to overcome these present distortions and particularly to encourage the restoration of historic buildings ... [and] to permit Federal insurance of home improvement loans for historic residential properties to a maximum of $15,ooo per dwelling unit." 75 He further announced that procedures would be established to insure that property owned by the federal government would not be destroyed until a review of its historical significance had been undertaken. 7 1' CONCLUSION This paper has discussed federal legislation for historic preservation. We have seen a number of different congressional expressions of policy which attempt to explain why historic sites should be preserved. It is clear that among the purposes of preservation are included the purposes of historic study itself. Those purposes have perhaps found their most elegant legislative expression in that most lyrical of statutes, the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of I965.Y" That Act defines "humanities" to include the study of history and archaeology and its preamble includes a statement of the reasons for the study of the humanities. These reasons may serve as the guiding principle for historic preservation efforts as well:
The Congress hereby finds and declares ... that a high civilization must not limit its efforts to science and technology alone, but must give full value and support to the other great branches of man's scholarly and cultural activity in order to achieve a better understanding of the past, a better analysis of the present, and a better view of the future.... 8
For a country which is puzzled about its present, and troubled by uncertainties as to its future, it is increasingly important that lawyers make effective use of the legal tools which Congress has provided in order that the record of our national past may be preserved in the interest of both our present life and our national future. 172o U.S.C. § § 951-63 (1970) .
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